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Introduction
RogueFi Token DeFi Staking Reward, Payment & utility Token. No
Memes no jokes, just dedicated developers working with proven
tech to create the best Financial solutions.
With practical applications in gaming, advertising and many
other niches, rogue token is yet another easy way to pay for
things online within the cardano ecosystem.
Rogue, stands for the people, in an age where our data & lives
are being sold to the highest bidder, where our voices are being
squashed in a hypersensitive world.
Where the big Guy always wins and the little guy is left to feed
on the scraps. Rogue is not a rebel it's a solution to problem no
one has an answer to.
Rogue allows people to take back their lives and identity and
forge there own path with aid to help them create their own
business.
Rogue is the spirit of Mate ship embodied into a Token.
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Rogue Mission
RogueFi Has a simple mission, help the little Guy.
There's an old saying...
"Give A Man A Fish He Will Eat For A Day. Teach A Man To Fish
He Will Eat For The Rest Of His Life."
To turn this concept to reality RogueFi wants to aid
disadvantaged families around the world, Rogue Wants help
them start businesses in their local area with the skills they
already have or help them get further education so they can
then start their own business on their own terms.
Everybody has the right to work as their own boss and walk their
own path.
Rogue wants to help as many people as they can that wouldn't
normally be able to get funding or aid to start a small business.
Be it geographical location, Low Credit Score or lack of skills and
financial backing, Rogue Plans To Empower The Downtrodden.
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Technical Details
RogueFi aims to integrate ROGUE within advertising, gaming,
media sharing platforms, eCommerce and income opportunity
websites. This will Give Rogue Utility as a payment token.
Rogue will strive to Build partnerships & systems To aid people
to start a business in their local area based on their skill set.
With this mission Rogue plans on building a DAO, this will enable
ROGUE holders to vote on business proposal submissions from
worthy applicants.
These proposals if granted will then be funded from the RogueFi
Trust Treasury. The treasury has 40% of the total supply of
rogue.
Rogue Will also be distributed as a staking reward with select
stake pools, Faucets, other website integrations & of course it
will be available for purchase on participating DEX's
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Tokenomics
Initial Token Mint - 15,000,000,000
10% Creator
10% Developers
40% Foundation DAO/RogueFi Trust
40% Public & staking Rewards
Creator
10%

Developers
10%
Public
40%

DAO/RogueFi Trust
40%
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Details & Socials
Cardanoscan - Rogue
Pool.pm - Rogue
CardanoAssests - Rogue
Twitter @CardanoRogue
Discord - RogueFi Token
Github - RogueToken

